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ister Catherine was
complimentary about
her experiences at Regis
University. "During my visits to Regis
I have been more impressed by (1) the
Ideas on Catholic

University--wide commitment to the
Education by

Catholic/Jesuit mission of 'preparing
Dr. Catherine McNamee, CSJ

leaders in service to others', (2) the
core curriculum which provides a
unique educational experience for tra-ditional undergraduate students, and
(3) the innovative non--traditional
programs (both undergraduate and
graduate) serving adults in the region
and indeed throughout the nation."
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The

Chester Alter Visiting
Professorship, a continuing legacy
of Loretto Heights College, was
established in honor of Chester
A lter in 1981 . I would be remiss if
I did not acknowledge the remarkable contributions this scholar,

educator and Christian gentleman
has made to higher education in
this city, this state, this nation and
the entire world. Dr. Alter's
teaching career began in the
Indiana public schools and continued at Harvard and Boston

Dr. Catherine McNamee, CSJ, Regis University's
1996-97 Chester Alter Chair
Dr. Catherine McNamee, CSJ, brings her warmth and wit, her knowledge
of Catholic education and her vision for Catholic universities in the 21st
Century to Regis University. Named the Chester Alter Visiting Professor for
1996-97, Sister Catherine is working with Regis faculty and students during
this academic year.
Established in 1981 in honor of Chester Alter, former Chancellor of the
University of Denver and member of the Board of Trustees for Loretto
Heights College, the Chester Alter Visiting Professorship was designed to
support a series of outstanding individuals representing wide diversity and
bringing new dimensions to the intellectual climate of the institution. A
legacy of the Regis-Loretto Heights affiliation, the endowment is used by
Regis to bring leaders in the arts, humanities, sciences or business to the
University and the Denver-area community.
Sister Catherine holds a Doctorate of Philosophy and Letters from the
University of Madrid, Spain, in Spanish and Latin American Literature. She
has a broad background in teaching Spanish on both the high school and
college levels, and has traveled widely through Latin America, Europe, the
Middle East and Far East, Russia and Africa. In addition to her visiting professorship with Regis, she is also a senior scholar-in-residence at the
University of St. Thomas, MN. Prior positions include Dean of Hanley
College of the University of Scranton (PA), and President of Trinity College
(VT) and College of St. Catherine (MN). She recently retired as president
of the National Catholic Educational Association (NCEA), after a 10-year
tenure in that position.
A series of four visits to Regis University are integral to the Chester Alter
Chair. The three visits thus far have seen Sister Catherine working with the
students in the Master of Arts in Christian Leadership program and the
Master's program for Nonprofit Management. She has dialogued with Regis
staff regarding the "core curriculum" - a series of seminars focusing on
writing (freshman class), diversity (sophomore class), global/international
studies {junior class) and ethical questions (senior class). She continues to
meet with faculty and staff in departments throughout Regis University, as
she facilitates a focus on Catholic education in the 'Third Millenium."
Sister Catherine explained, "It's fascinating to look at Catholic universities
now and see how they have evolved since the 13th Century. Today, with a
much more religiously and culturally Jiverse faculty and student body, each
institution is challenged to redefine its Catholic identity and mission in the
context of the contemporary world in which it exists."
Sister Catherine addressed this topic in a presentation at Regis entitled
"The Catholic University in the 21st Century." The accompanying excerpts
offer highlights of the lecture.
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University, where he later became
dean of the graduate school. He
served as chancellor of the
University of Denver from 1953 to
1967, when he became chancellor
emeritus, a position he still holds
today.
Dr. Alter has developed what
he calls the Four M's of higher
education: mind (the intellect);
matter (everything that humans
can touch); manners (a standard
of behavior, including civility,
respect, tolerance); and morals
(every university needs a chapel,
he insists). And he observes that
now a fifth "M" has become dominant- money.
Change is constant, Alter says.
As a youth, he remembers he
traveled six miles in Indiana to
hear the almost unintelligible
scratches of an early radio broadcast. "Now I can sit at a computer and carry on a conversation
with someone in Moscow," he
says. "I can't think of a better
time to have lived."
The "cyber revolution" to
which Dr. Alter refers, and the
compendium of changes likely to
result from it, lead to two very
broad generalizations. One gives
us reason to be very hopeful about
the future; the other must be a
source of enormous concern.
First, we are building up
unprecedented power to do whatever we want to do. "Infotech" is
amplifying our ability to produce
the material goods of life, to cure
diseases, and to expand the
human enterprise into the universe.
Second, we must learn how to
use this power wisely. The challenge here stems partly from the
rapidity of technological growth.
People around the world will be
entering the 21st century with
the values developed in a less
complex time. It is clear that the

Catholic university will have a
pivotal role to play.
Today, as we plan toward
tomorrow for the Catholic universities of the world - and of
our country in particular - we
must face the specific opportunities and challenges of our era.
We must build upon the Catholic
intellectual tradition which dates
from those first universities of
Catholic Europe as we look
toward the dawn of the 21st century.
What we are trying to do today
in the Catholic universities of our
nation is, in a sense, a re-creation, so that they will be prepared to emerge stronger and
brighter than ever at the beginning of the next millennium. A
Catholic university in these final
years of the 20th century, preparing to meet the challenges of the
21st, must express its fundamental commitments in every dimension of its life. The Catholic university of today - and tomorrow
- must take account of its
important role in the world of
cyber space we now inhabit.
The contemporary Catholic
university should address the
whole range of human problems
and issues, from the meaning of
economic theories to the meaning
of life. It is obvious that not
every institution can or should do
everything. The basic point is
that no Catholic university worthy of the name can afford to
neglect issues related to and
stemming from the religio-ecclesiastical tradition as it develops in
21st-century America.
How will the world view divine
revelation in the year 2000 of the
Christian era? In this age of
cybernetics, what value do we
place on the human mind? What,
in our complex society, constitutes virtue, beauty, truth? How
will American Catholicism look in

the 21st century? What are the
major issues now confronting science, religion, technology and values? How can the social teachings of the church be applied
today in the areas of peace and
justice, international relations,
business and economics, education?
During recent years there has
been considerable anxiety in
Catholic university circles about
whether the Catholic heritage of
these institutions can be preserved in the face of pressures to
diversify, to improve quality and
to recruit excellent faculty
regardless of religious background. In the face of such pressures, a university that wants to
remain Catholic must remain true
to the basic principles of a
Catholic vision. The university
must continue to identify men
and women who share the fundamental vision that lies at the
heart of the Catholic tradition scholars who want to live their
academic lives in an environment
that values their religous and
moral commitments.
As Catholic universities today
develop their strategic plans for
the 21st century, they should
begin with a reaffirmation of the
founding vision that inspired the
creation of Catholic institutions
of higher education, a reaffirmation that strives to make the
future of Catholic higher education what it has always aspired to
be: the pursuit of knowledge in
an environment which values the
life of faith. Many people are
happy to join such a venture people of different faiths and traditions who see their work as a
call to explore not only the material but also the spiritual aspects
of life.
The current state of Catholic
universities is, in many ways, still

past nor to simply maintaining
the status quo. It should be
directed, rather, toward the positive goal of building a new model
for the Catholic university of the
21st century, an institution of
higher learning that will be a gift
to both the Church and the
world.
The Catholic university seeks
to develop critical intelligence
among its members. But it does
not seek only to serve the needs
of the Catholic community. The
Catholic university promotes a
profound and critical concern for
the whole world, aiming to challenge structures and policies that
perpetuate injustice and oppression.
Though this mission of service
to the world is surely shared by
many universities, the vocation of
the Catholic university is grounded on the Gospel message. The
Catholic university, in pursuing
this mission, strives to enable
both students and faculty to
develop new ways to transform
the world. The teaching and
research of Catholic universities
are characterized by questions
that get at the heart of the contemporary human condition.
This implies that Catholic universities dare to be different - in
terms of the questions they are
willing to ask and the responses
they dare to provide.
By the quality and character of
their lives dedicated to a search
for truth, Catholic university faculty present a powerful witness to
the values which shape their
lives. And this witness of
America's Catholic universities
will stand as a beacon of hope to
the 21st century.
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Regis Universi
Professor Unl~
Treasure Tro'
Papyrus. Crumbling bits of old paper?
Writing in archaic languages no one
reads? To a lay person, a papyrus looks
like a torn, brown paper towel with
scribbles. To Gladys Frantz-Murphy,
Ph.D., papyri provide valuable, objective documentation of a critical time
period in history. Papyri are a repository of factual information which can
be used to verify or correct the later
n arrative histories of a bygone era.
Dr. Frantz-Murphy, professor of
history at Regis University, is uniquely
qualified to interpret the Arabic
papyri. She is the only Arabic papyrologist in America, and one of only a
few in the world.
For 1500 years of Egyptian history
(600 BC to 900 AD), when Egypt was
the main contact point between
Western and Middle Eastern civilizations and a bridge between ancient
and medieval times, most writing was
on sheets formed from strips of
papyrus, a plant native to the marshes
along the Nile River. Today, the term
papyrus is used to refer to the documents written on this precursor to
paper. (Our word "paper" is derived

lty

'ocks a

re of History
from the word papyrus.)
Dr. Frantz-Murphy has dedicated
much of her scholarly career to deciphering, analyzing and disseminating
the invaluable, factual information
contained in papyrus documents written in Arabic and dating from approximately 640 to 1000 AD. Usually that
effort includes comparing the factua l
information in the documents to later
narrative sources written in Arabic,
and sometimes to earlier papyri written in Demotic Egyptian, Greek or
Latin.
Currently she is engaged in preparing two volumes for publication, cataloging American collections of Arabic
papyrus, and leading the effort to
bring Arabic papyrology into the computer age.
"The documents are a treasury of
information on the actual social and
legal practices of the time," notes Dr.
Frantz-Murphy. "They include such
things as sales contracts, marriage
contracts, agricultural leases, government land surveys, tax documents
and business correspondence. They
are, you might say, the paperwork

trail of these civilizations."
"Unfortunately, much of the historical, economic and legal scholarship on the period that I study relies
primarily on manuscripts of narrative
histories written on paper centuries
after the actual events they describe.
Often these are official histories written by minions of the imperial court,
which was located a thousand miles
from Egypt in either Damascus, Syria
or Baghdad, Iraq. Are these accurate
histories, or attempts to rewrite history to further the aims of their imperial
masters?
"As historians, we emphasize to our
students the importance of primary
sources. If you want to understand
the American Revolution and early
US government, you don't just read
histories. You read the Declaration of
Independence, the Constitution, the
Federalists' papers, soldiers accounts
of battles, even the invoices for military supplies. Such primary sources
are critical to analytical history. Yet
in my own field scholars have relied
on secondary sources, narrative histories, because they were readily available and more easily lent themselves
to interpretation. While these histories may accurately reflect the point of
view of the elite for whom they were
written, they do not address questions
about economic and social changethe fault line of history."

Dr. Frantz-Murphy first encountered the Arabic papyri when, while
working on her Ph.D. in Middle
Eastern history with a minor in economics at the University of Michigan,
she spent a year in Egypt and a year in
Turkey on a Fulbright scholarship
reading unpublished Arabic manuscripts. "The manuscripts were fascinating," she recalls, "but then I
crossed paths with the papyrus.
These were the actual, daily documents of the times which held the
proof of whether the latter manuscripts were or were not accurate
reflections of history. More importantly, official histories talk only about
what was important to the people for
whom they were written. They tell us
nothing about, for example, when and
why the non-elite population converted to Islam or adopted the Arabic
language. These are the kind of questions that only the papyri can answer."
She also discovered that while the
papyrus documents were a vast,
untapped storehouse of first-hand
information, they did not give up
their secrets easily.
"Papyrology is a combination of art
and science." The documents are
1000 years or older and written on
fragile material. They were not stored
for posterity; most were found in
archaeological excavations of graves
or rubbish heaps. They are frequently
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I
I

I
I

II

I

scraps that have to be put together
and so parts may be missing; there
may be holes. Consequently, dates
and places of origin may be lost or
faded. The handwriting may be illegible. The language written is neither
classical nor modern Arabic; some
documents were written by people for
whom Arabic was a second language.
Dates and
of some papyri can

des based on the papyri in prestigious
journals of Middle Eastern studies, as
a well as a book published by the
French Institute in Cairo. She has
lectured on the revelations of the
papyri at Oxford University, the
Sorbonne, The American University
of Beirut and at many institutions in
the United States. She has consulted

barriers to their wider use - namely,
legibility and accessibility. "Computer
technology is the key," she explains.
The first step is digitally scanning
the papyri so faded writing can be
computer-enhanced to be more legible. "Enlargement, varying the colors
of the background and ink, and other
techniques '"-"......," ••,

Gii;ji~~~~~~~~~~~~~~::~~~~~~~;:~~~~~~~~~~;;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~workdone
!!sillll:=:i;;itltnng,
s time
r example, I am comparing across different types - agricultural surveys to tax receipts and
agricultural contracts to determine 1
when and why changes in the tax
structure were introduced." Dr.
Frantz-Murphy has to piece the papyri
together literally and figuratively to
build a picture of the economy, or
other facets of the society.
There were no Arabic papyrologists
in the United States to learn these
sleuthing skills from, so Dr. FrantzMurphy learned Greek so she coul
study with a Greek papryologist.
"The first Greek document I was
assigned to edit happened to be for
the sale of property. Later, the first
Arabic document I edited was also for
the sale of property. While it dated
some 600 years later than the Greek
one, the formulary had startling similarities, and yet it stated that it 'was
according to the Islamic law of sale
and contract.' I began what turned
into a ten year project tracing what
was purportedly Greek contract formulary back through the Egyptian
and Aramaic to the cuneiform legal
tradition in Mesopotamia. This finding indicated a legal tradition that
spanned millennia in the larger
Mediterranean world. There are even
legal phrases and concepts still very
much in use today."
Dr. Frantz-Murphy has dedicated
her scholarly life to sharing the wealth
of the papyri with colleagues around
the world. Each year several articles
and books come out citing her work.
Over the years, Dr. Frantz-Murphy
h as published dozens of scholarly arti-
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y is currently
translating, and annotating
100 documents dating from 700-1200
AD, primarily agricultural contracts
and tax receipts. These will be published in two volumes by the Austrian
National Library in its prestigious
papyrological series. The Austrian
National Library houses the world's
largest papyrus collection, over
100,000 documents in numerous Ianguages. "These two volumes correlate
the evolution of contract formulary
during that 500 year period with
administrative changes alluded to but
not explained in narrative histories.
I'm also analyzing changes in the tax
structure which represent attempts to
deal with rural elites who found ways
of pocketing tax revenue. Frankly,
provincial tax collectors had all kinds
of excuses to account for shortfalls in
revenues. The central government
had difficulty getting its money." She
chuckled, "Similar to the IRS."
This summer, Dr. Frantz-Murphy
will be cataloging the Arabic papyri
collections at Princeton and
Columbia University as part of an
National Endowment for the
Humanities (NEA) funded project
(Advanced Papyrological Information
Systems). "There are over 50,000
Arabic papyri in a dozen or so collections around the world. Only a small
percentage of these have been catalogued, and a minute percent translated and published. Cataloging efforts
such as these are critical to opening
these storehouses to a whole new generation of researchers."
Dr. Frantz-Murphy's longer-term
project to make the largely untapped
Arabic papyri more readily available
to scholars tackles two fundamental

at the University of Michigan and
Duke University with Greek papyri
and computer technology, Dr. FrantzMurphy is seeking to transform the
field of Arabic papyrology. "Today,
there are a handful of scholars working on fragile, faded documents stored
in environmentally-controlled vaults
in only a dozen sites around the
world," notes Dr. Frantz-Murphy.
"The future of Arabic papyrology can
be digitally-enhanced computer
images instantly available anytime,
anywhere via the World Wide Web."
Dr. Frantz-Murphy is currently
chair of the History and Politics
Department and Social Science
Division Director. at Regis University,
where she spends most of her time
teaching undergraduates. Her
research interests, seemingly far
removed, inform her undergraduate
teaching. She has her students using
primary sources as the basis of their
own research, analysis and writing of
history.

The First Annual Athletic Hall of Fame
Regis University inaugurated its first
class into the Athletic Hall of Fame on
Saturday, February 22, 1997. The Regis
University Athletic Hall of Fame was
established to recognize individuals who
have displayed outstanding contributions
to Regis' tradition of excellence through
their achievements as athletes, coaches
or contributors in service or support of
intercollegiate athletics. William J.
Fortune, Chair of the Board of Trustees,
presented awards to the inaugural class
inductees, including Irene Arguelles,
women's volleyball player 1988-91;

Dennis Boone, men's basketball player
1956-60; Waverly Dodrill, women's basketball player 1981-85; Arnie Herber,
football player 1928-30 and quarterback
for the Green Bay Packers (1930-40) and
the New York Giants (1944-45);
Clarence Kellogg, coach/administrator
1966-88; Bill Newland, football and baseball player as well as outstanding contributor 1940-92; Larry Varnell, men's basketball coach 1946-51; and the 1948-49
Men's Basketball Team with members
Phil Antonelli, Pete Berney, Jerry
Coursey, Bob Fisher, Bryce Heffley,

Harvey Moore, Dick Petry, Jerry Simon,
Bob Wallace, and Tom Waters. The Regis
University Athletic Department is
accepting nominations for the 1998 Hall
of Fame induction process. Deadline for
submitting nominations is October 31,
1997. The Hall of Fame Induction
Ceremony will take place at the Regis
University Student Center Dining Room
on February 7, 1998. Note: Previously
submitted nominations will be considered
up to five years after the original submission date.

~ Under

the leadership of
Larry Varnell, the men's
basketball program set the
best winning percentage in
team history in addition to
winning the Catholic
National Championship .

...

The I948-49 Rangers amassed an astounding 36-3 overall record and won the
Catholic National Championship, the only national title ever won by a Regis
team in any sport.

...
...

Alice Newland received honors
on behalf of her husband, Bill,
whose passion for sports
spanned a lifetime of achievements in high school, collegiate
and professional athletics.

Waverly Dodrill's records
on the court were paralleled by her achievements
in the classroom which
earned her a prestigious
NCAA Post Graduate
Scholarship in I985 .

Betty and Michael Kellogg accepted the
recognition on behalf of Clarence "Kelly"
Kellogg, who served as athletic director for
Regis until I978 and coached the golf
team until his death in I988.

Ranger's setter and First
Team All-American Irene
Arguelles played on four
consecutive NCAA
Tournament teams and led
Regis to Regional
Tournament victories, and
subsequent Elite Eight
appearances.

~Regis'

all-time leading scorer in basketball
Dennis Boone also set records for most
field goals in a game (I 9), and most field
goals in a career (765).
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lai Lama
Brings Peace
Message to Regis
When we rise in the morning and listen
to the radio or read the newspaper, we are confronted with the same sad news:
violence, crime, wars and disasters .
I cannot recall a single day without a

report of something terrible happening
somewhere. Even in these modem times it is
clear that one's precious life is not
safe. No former generation has had to
experience so much bad news as we face
today; this constant awareness of fear and
tension should make any sensitive and
compassionate person question seriously the
progress of our modem world.

by The 14th Dalai Lama
His Holiness Tenzin Gyatso
"A Human Approach to World Peace"

ith those words, the Dalai
Lama described the reality that brings him to
Regis University for a PeaceJam
Youth Conference, set for May 31 June 1, 1997. With "Ecology and the
Human Heart" as the focus of his
weekend retreat, the Dalai Lama will
join with 200 high school students
from throughout the country and 50
Regis student mentors, discussing
perspectives and pathways to
embrace appropriate love of self and
love of earth.
The 1989 Nobel Peace Prize was
awarded to the Dalai Lama for his
nonviolent efforts to resolve the
Tibetan conflict and for his worldwide role as a man of peace and
advocate for the environment.
The purpose of the Peace] am
Youth Conference is to bring high
school and college students together
in the common quest for peace.
Each conference enlists participation
by Nobel Peace Prize winners in a
weekend of workshops, discussions
and service projects. Previous laureates who have participated in the
Regis/PeaceJam events are Betty
Williams of Ireland and Rigoberta
Menchll' Tum of Guatemala.
PeaceJam is an innovative international outreach effort designed to
educate, support and enlighten the
young people of the world. "These
are the leaders of tomorrow,"
explained Dawn Engle, who, along
with Ivan Suvanjieff, founded
PeaceJam. "It is through this generation that peace can be realized.
We're offering the opportunity for
today's generation of students to
connect with the tremendous integrity of the Peace Laureates- individuals who have single-handedly made
a difference in the quest for peace."

W
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Regis University is the academic
home for PeaceJam. "We feel it's an
appropriate match," stated President
Michael J. Sheeran, S.]. "Our mission is to educate men and women in
the service of others. Peace] am
actively focuses young people on
building peace in the community by
serving their neighbor."
"By the year 2000 there will be 2
billion teenagers alive on this planet.
This is not speculation," states
Suvanjieff. "These children have
already been born; it's a demographic
fact of life." Long-range planners are
already calling the coming years
"The Era of the Global Teenager."
PeaceJam was designed to reach
"Generation X" - the term used to
describe the young people who mark
only the beginning of this demographic wave. Engle and Suvanjieff
feel that, just as Baby Boomers
defined what is now considered
"mainstream, marketable and politically popular" over the last 20 years,
Generation X will make its own
monumental impact.
"Yet this new generation is in crisis," Engle explained. "They question everything and they're ruled by
cynicism and uncertainty. They see
corruption, self-interest and lack of
integrity everywhere. Their style is
'alternative.' They do not identify
themselves yet as people who can
generate greatness in this world.
Rather, this upcoming generation
expresses frustration about their present circumstances in life and worry
about their limited choices."
PeaceJ am recognizes that this generation is facing challenges no other
generation has faced, and is looking
for something to hold onto - someone to respect in a world it feels has
"gone wrong."
Seeing this trend, Engle and
Suvanjieff felt there was no better
role model than a Nobel Peace Prize

Laureate. The two traveled the
globe, enlisting first the Dalai Lama,
and then obtaining commitments
from Williams, Menchll' Tum,
Mairead Corrigan Maguire (Ireland) ,
Nelson Mandela, Aung San Suu Kyi,
Oscar Arias Sanchez and Archbishop
Desmond Tutu (South Africa).
PeaceJam Youth Conferences are
envisioned throughout the country
over the next five years.
Fr. Sheeran agrees with the
approach. "Our goal is to help students go beyond the academic level
to find the meaning of life. Being
around these selfless people will be of
tremendous value."
The students who join the Regis
effort this Spring will be asked to
participate in a preparatory curriculum prior to the conference. In addition, when considering applications,
Peace] am looks for a commitment
from each school to take what the
students learn from the experience
and implement it in individual communities.
This particular conference will
analyze the life of the Dalai Lama,
examine the situations he has faced,
and how he chose to respond. It will
examine those inner qualities and
strengths that allowed him to make a
difference. It will challenge
PeaceJam participants to decide what
they can do to make this a better
world.
A Buddhist monk, The Dalai
Lama is the spiritual and temporal
leader of Tibet and has lived in exile
since 1959, after the Chinese communist occupation forces brutally
crushed the Tibetan people's national uprising. In exile, he has been recognized the world over as a spiritual
teacher, an indefatigable champion
for a free Tibet, and as a spokesman

J

for the environmental movement,
states Tashi Wangdi, Minister,
Department of Information and
International Relations. The Dalai
Lama continues to protest injustices
through his writings and speeches.
"Prior to the Chinese invasion, Tibet
was a fresh, beautiful, unspoiled
wilderness sanctuary in a unique natural environment. Sadly, during the
past few decades, the wildlife of
Tibet has been almost totally
destroyed and, in many places,
irreparable damage has been done to
its forests." He also abhors the use of
Tibet in the nuclear arena. "Tibet
should not be used for the production of nuclear weapons and the
dumping of nuclear waste ....
Apparently, China plans not only to
dispose of its own, but also to import
other countries' waste, in exchange
for hard currency. The danger this
represents is obvious. Not only living generations, but future generations are threatened."
The Dalai Lama continues to be
hopeful, however. "Despite the continuing tragedy of Tibet, I find much
good in the world. I am especially
encouraged that the belief in consumerism as an end in itself seems to
be giving way to an appreciation that
we humans must conserve the earth's
resources. This is very necessary.
Human beings are in a sense children
of the earth. And, whereas up until
now our common Mother tolerated
her children's behavior, she is
presently showing us that she has
reached the limit of her tolerance."
During the course of Peace] am,
the Dalai Lama will be planting a
tree with the students - to symbol-

ize his concern for the environment
and emphasize the students' ecological responsibility. His deep concern
is apparent in these lines from his
poem, "The Sheltering Tree of
Interdependence":
. . . We needlessly pollute
The fair bosom of our mother earth
Rip out her trees to feed our short
sighted greed
Turning our fertile earth into a sterile desert

... Forsake wastage

of compassionate thought ... Even
from your own selfish viewpoint, you
need other people. So if you develop
concern for other people's welfare,
share other people's suffering, and
help them, ultimately you will benefit. If you think only of yourself and
forget about others, ultimately you
will lose."
The message which will be conveyed to the PeaceJam participants
can be summed up in the final stanza
of his poem:
May the force of observing that

Pollute not the clean, clear nature

which is right

Of the four elements

And abstinence from wrong practices

And destroy the well being of people

and evil deeds
Nourish and augment the prosperity

But absorb yourself in actions

of the world

That are beneficial to all

May it invigorate living beings and
. .. Flourishing trees clean the wind

help them blossom

Help us breathe the sustaining air of life

May sylvan joy and pristine happiness

They please the eye and soothe the mind

Ever increase, ever spread and encompass

Their shade makes welcome resting place.

all that is.

In "My Tibet," he further explains
the interconnectedness, "Since I
deeply believe that human beings are
basically gentle by nature, I feel that
we should not only maintain gentle,
peaceful relations with our fellow
human beings, but also that it is very
important to extend the same kind of
attitude toward the natural environment."
The tie-in with PeaceJam and the
Regis mission of service to others is
evident in his statement, "I am
always talking about the importance

"Our mission is
to educate men
and women in the
service of others.
Peace]am actively focuses young people on building peace
in the community by serving their neighbor. "
Michael J. Sheeran, S.J., President, Regis University
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They were excited .. . and running late. It was going to be their
first time skiing in the United States,
and they were headed to Wolf Creek
Pass. Clad in jeans, cas ual jackets,
they looked like college students
from anywhere in Colorado. But
when they spoke, there was a lilt in
the voice that denied local upbringing.
"Another picture?!"
"Just one more, and then you can
be on your way." A final pose, and
the photo session was over. The
young people picked up their backpacks and headed to the parking lot
to catch their ride.
For the past three years, Regis
University has been home to students from Ireland as part of an
exchange program arranged by Lynne
Montrose, Director, Experiential
Education. Five students from Mary
Immaculate College in Limerick, the
Republic of Ireland, exchange places
with five Regis College students for a
semester of study.
This year a new dimension has
been added to the "Ireland" program.
Lynne also coordinated a semester of
study by students from N orthern
Ireland. Three yo ung women from

Magee College, part the University
of Ulster in Derry, in the county of
Londonderry, were awarded full-ride
scholarships by Tom Tracy, Regis
alumni (1961) and member of the
Regents of Regis, to study "Peace and
Conflict in Northern Ireland" here in
Denver.
"It's a wonderful process,"
explained Lynne. "The course is
taught by Dr. Sharon Nepstad (Regis
College Assistant Professor of
Sociology), and involves not only the
girls from Northern Ireland but also
the exchange students from
Limerick. Designed to analyze the
issues, the course allows them to discuss conflicts since Regis is neutral
ground."
Lynne is excited about this first
group of students from the northern
part of Ireland. These girls have been
participating in peace studies at
home, and were selected from a pool
of students taking part in the program." She stopped, thought a
moment, then continued, "In fact,
their professor is coming here this
Spring, so that will be really interesting."
Sinead Thompson is 21-years-old,
and comes from the Short Strand

area of East Belfast, where she has
lived her entire life. When her
grandfather died, she moved in with
her grandmother to keep her company. "It was supposed to be a temporary arrangement, but it's been three
years now and I'm still there!" she
explained. "I enjoy living with her.
However, I'm very close to my family.
My parents live just five minutes
away, and I see them everyday when
I'm at home."
A junior at Magee College, Sinead
lives in Derry during the week, but
travels home (75 miles away) on
weekends. "I enjoy being in Derry
because it gives me the freedom to
do my own thing. I cook and clean
for myself. I do homework when I
want to and I can go out when I
want. It has given me great independence and taught me to become
more responsible for my actions."
Home still beckens, however, as she
emphasized that she loved her grandmother's cooking and going out with
friends in Belfast. "I think I've got
the best of both worlds, and it is
great!"
Mairead Kerr is 22-years-old and
originally from Randalstown, a village in County Antrim, Northern
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Ireland. Her family still lives there,
Tom has embraced the peace and
offering everyday accounts of life in
but she moved to tb.e Derry City and
",conflict program, st~ting, "The conNorthern Ireland. Since media covJ3elfast area thre<{yea;Kigo wl'i1~n'5!:t~/\ 9ict) n Ireland is (y_ery 2~pli~ ted
erage in th( \U.'S;_is pre~ominantly
start~d-college. lj.. juni?r,-~hewH~ 'C-j fsslJe-:--T~e barriers thi t, exist on the
focused on the ~~~r the iolent
~t7in a deg?evin
ailtrc~!l~k~~
~slar;a-.&ll never be~li~nated wi~~ ___::,r.~c.ks. b,etwe~n polari~ed co~muniStuClies.~.!!. chose his-p~rticu\lir
..__,~~,o~ t\p1eaningful ungexstaltdulg Qf the
ues, ttrnmp~...:.::n~for, U.S. students
degrJ because of aJreen\interesTi - r--"", cil-rtre cultures of the irihabil;illJ.ts..- - ;-?to see Catholtcs and Protestants w~o
sociology
p~~ and atso~'B~s ~roviding an effort to
~Je.-weting\t~e;h~ndhav~ uilt
( ~?~~he~\barners through u9-der- -" genume fnen,dshtp .lbeh,e;ve that a
because Y1e P/ac~nd~~flict
degree gave me the ep~rtilnity-to_~- \..istanaiR& an\exchange of differences.
lastmg peace ~ll only, occu . wR:e
do a pl~cembnt," Maireaa ·explf!!ged. -"'....Jt is vital\~atfegis (eacn,cfut into \
there is jus ice, '\.hich includ~s
Kat'by Di~kson comes from/_....tile world tp make a ~erence and
changingoppresstve societal strucBelftst, by\ n~w}ives and lfudi~s-·iri.~ pie}re th\ d\anger?/of bigo~. T~e "' _ tur7~. but also-~hanging individuals'
,12erfy. Whe!raSked her iinpres~ions ,
\adm~nlt~ati~n JngJaculty desenves / hearts (and n:_1inds~ We 1hope this
~hartly aft~\ she . ar!'ived( Kathy said/~ congratu1ations f~r their notable
course· will modestly contribute
"lh~~~\only been ~e_re in Deqyer for
ffort,Jn,t!his r~ard."
tqward that goal.j
1
three weeks, buta:frea~.y~ hav~ "seen~~) Jlle st udents froriT...q__oth parts of_
"We thrilled to be able to offer
this opportunity to these students,"
done and learned"B.ew thm~s. So fa: _ / lr~fand have formed a bmtrl at Regts.
it ha}-be{ n (~n}I' l~·?e-wi~l cont:irt'The students from\ he south· are
concluded Lynne. "And 't's such fun
ue te,be) a great exp rience." She
really interested in the issues face
to get their pe spectives on tne
added -ppeJial messag~f.Q.l.~.~J>tfen by
north," explained [ ne.
United" States. They do get
fac r, T omas Tracy: "Thank you
"AnCI Jhe two groups are re 'illy ge!Y
American television in Ireland, bu
for making it possible."
ting along well. In fact, th . all seem
was so.iutmy to hear lan]0cGlynn
President of Genuine Parts
to 'hang out' together," a fact which
(Limerick exchange student) get so
Distributors in Santa Ana,
was supported by the joint ski venexcited about seeing a 7-11! But
California, Regent Tom Tracy was
ture. "You know," she continued,
we're getting a great deal from this,
"there are similar issues in Bosnia,
as well. The news we hear through
the recipient of the Distinguished
the media is about another bombing.
Leadership Award from the
the Middle East, here in the United
American Ireland Fund, March 8,
States with racial problems. These
Now we're learning first hand about
1996. Married and the father of five
are deep-seated intergenerational
the history and what life is really like
children, he is extensively involved
conflicts that are confronting people
in Ireland."
with the Orange County Catholic
today."
community. Activities include memProfessor Nepstad has an extensive background in peace and conbership in the Pontifical Society for
the Propagation of the Faith and a
flict studies, both as an academic and
director of the American Friends of
an activist. "This format of education
the Vatican Library. Tom is an instiis one of the most effective means of
tuted acolyte and reader in the
gaining insight into a particular conOrange Diocese and has served as
flict. Students will forget the details
the Director of the Regis University
of Irish history, the various theories
Southern California Alumni
of conflict resolution and social
Association. He is a member of the
change, but they will remember the
Heritage Foundation in Washington,
personal stories of the students.
D.C., and in October of 1996
Sinead, Kathy, and Meiread bring life
became a member of the Equestrian
experiences to the classroom that put
Order of the Holy Sepulcher of
human faces to this distant conflict.
Jerusalem. His background also
They have also provided us with a
critical analysis of news reports and
includes membership in and awards
from numerous automotive organizajournalistic portrayals of 'the troutions and associations.
bles,' pointing out the biases and
Tom Tracy, Regent of Regis University
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"The conflict in Ireland is
a very complicated issue.
The barriers that exist on
the island will never be
eliminated without
meaningful
understanding of the entire
cultures of the inhabitants.
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1997 President•s Council Dinner
The President's Council is composed of men and women who firmly believe in the potential of Regis University and who fully give
their time, energy and finances to enhance the special opportunities which the University offers.
The primary purposes of the Council are: to stimulate active interest in Regis University by alumni, parents and other friends;
to provide a nucleus throughout the country of individuals keenly interested in Regis who, as special ambassadors, promote the
plans, objectives and programs of the institution; and to establish an exemplary pattern of giving to the University by alumni, parents and other friends.

Luisa T. Staerkel, TU, '75. Mrs. Staerkel is a
Trustee of Regis University
(Left) Dr.
Reginald L.
Washington and
his wife, Faye,
attended the
President's
Dinner. Dr.
Washington is a
member of the
Regis Board of

Trustee Robert C. Hawk and his wife,
Mary Sue.

(Left) From left to right, Ada Diaz Kirby, Regent; William].
Fortune, Chairman of the Board of Trustees; ]ames G.
Sampson, S.]., Associate Professor in for the School of Health
Care Profession; Douglas W Marcuiller, S.]. Trustee; and
Kathy Fortune.
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ON CAMPUS

I

I.

From left to right, Kim Waldron, Claire Boothe Luce Professor;

Edwin Feulner, Trustee; and Denise Guinn, former Claire Boothe
Luce Professor, meet at a Community Coffee during Board week.

(Above) Regent
John S. Chojnacki,
TU, '62, Chair of
Vision 2010 committee; Jack Box,
Chairman of the
Regents of Regis;
and June Twinan,
Chair of the
Learning
Environment of the
Future committee
of the Regents. All
attended the third
Regents of Regis
meeting.

Newly elected Board of Trustee member Bertha Lynn, News Anchor
for KMGH TV Channel 7, talks with a student at Regis University

(Above) Regent and Chairman
of the Regis Alumni Association,
Michael E Grace, TU, '67, at
the Regis Alumni Night at
Denver Museum of Natural
History's Tombs of China.

Alumni are Invited to Experience Europe
July 12.-27, 1997
Learn ahout perioJs oi history in the locations where they touk pL1cc by p;Irticipatin.~ in a trip t<> Eurupc 11·irh Dr.
Gladys Frantz-Murphy. Students will tly to Nice, un the French Ri1·ier;1, where they 1rill spend mne ,L!ys makin.~
overnight trips to Roman towns to the West (Arcks, Nimes, Ora11_~c. Aix-cn-Pru1·cncc), ;m,l then rr;ll·el by cu;Ich tu
Monaco, Italy (St. Rcmo and Pisa) where they will spcn,l the night, ;md then b,· Ul<Ich tu S11it:crLmd (,n·crni.~ht),
Germany (overnight), Luxembourg, and by train to P<Iris (twu days) 11 here they 11·ill tly hnmc. r\ p<lS'I''lrt, tr;Ivcl ices,
and Regis tuition arc required f~lr the c<>urse ;m,ltrip.
Students wi ll h<Ive to pay tuition, $440 per credit huur, plus the trip fcc, uf 32SOO. This kc inclucks ;Ill acwmnHldations, continenta l breakf;Ist, flight, and group tr;mspurtation. Thi, fcc ,lues n' ll include lunciK·s, dinner, ur tr;msportation on free time.
A $200 non-refundable deposit required. Th is t ri p will he limited to 20 p<Irticipants. Si.~n up in the Summer
School ofiice as suon as possihk. M;Ikc checks papbk to Rc.~is Uni1·crsity.
Please ca ll the Summer Schuol Office with any qucstiuns ;It 1-SOO- )SS-2 )6(1 'lr 30 3-4)S-496S.
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Regis Debate Team #1 in Nation
''I'm the Neanderthal ... he's the
sarcastic one," joked Marcus
Paroske, as he described his parliamentary debate partnership with
Dania! Nelson. "I' m bigger. I intimidate by volume. But Dan has this
rapier wit which demolishes the
opposition."
"Our styles are definitely different," affirmed Nelson. "But we compliment each other. "
This teamwork of opposites has
proven to be very effective, for these
Regis University debaters are ranked
#1 in the nation, after winning the
national championships held March
23 - 24 at Colorado College in
Colorado Springs (co-hosted by
Regis). Paroske and Nelson competed with Rice University debaters
(Houston, TX) in the final round,
defeating the 1996 champions in a
highly spirited battle, according to
Bonnie Stapleton, Director of
Forensics, Regis University.
Thi is the second year Regis
debaters have brought home the
national trophy for debate, as well as
the second time Paroske has been
half of the winning duo. Regis won
the title in 1993, Paroske 's fres hman
year. In addition, Regis University is
the only school to be twice
named as national parliamentary debate champions.

Parliamentary debate had its origins
in Europe, where it is well over 100
years old and combines formats used
in the famed Oxford Debates with
parliamentary protocol in England.
The students need a broad knowledge base and are not allowed any
materials during the debate.
Arguments and refutation are based
on logic and examples, rather than
evidence and quotations. "We literally prepare on all kinds of topics,"
stated Stapleton, who explained that
this format was introduced in the
United States approximately 20 years
ago, and is literally taking over "evidence" debating. "It's the fastest
growing debate form in the country."
"Competition has definitely
changed since 1993," explained
Paroske. "It's much more intense."
A senior, Paroske will attend
graduate school at Colorado State
University next fall, where he
will pursue studies in the
Communications Department as well
as be assistant coach for the debate
team. Nelson, a junior this year, is
the only debater in the national finals
who will be back next year. Both
credit Stapleton for taking the team
to its #1 position. "Bonnie is
extremely influential in bringing this
program to where it is today. We
practice more, have more coach
time, and travel more than
any other team I know,"
said Paroske.
Stapleton, Director
of Forensics since 1995,
emphasized the number of hours
students
spent preparing for and
participating
in competitions. "We
put in 18hour days at
tournaments,
plus we practice three

began in August, even before classes
started, so we ' ve easily put in hundreds of hours during this season."
The effort is evident, as Regis students did well all year in every
speaking category, and the Regis
Forensics Team won the Season's
Sweepstakes at the nationals, placing
the entire group as #1 in the nation.
"I felt we had the potential to take
the championships this year,"
explained Stapleton. "We designed a
whole strategy based around that
potential, taking the team all over the
country so judges from California,
from the Northwest, from the East
could see the students and see them
win. We competed against everybody
from community colleges to Ivy
League schools, like Stanford and
Harvard." The national tournament
involved 60 schools, including
Loyola Marymount, William and
Mary, Willamette University,
Creighton, Claremont College, Johns
Hopkins, University of California,
University of Alaska, University of
Colorado, University of Missouri, as
well as Rice, the previous champions.
Stapleton pointed out that Regis
also recently participated in the
finals for the national speaking fraternity, Delta Sigma Rho - Tau
Kappa Alpha. At that tournament,
held in Flagstaff, AZ, Nelson
received the first place award in
debate while Paroske took first place
in impromptu speaking.
"Dan is the forest ... I'm the
trees," expressed Paroske. "I argue
specific sections; Dan argues the big
picture." Each had different partners
in previous years, but this special
combination took the duo all the way
to top honors, as each individual
brought unique abilities and insights
to produce the #l debate team in the
nation!

or more. Our
preparation
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CLASS NOTES
REGIS COLLEGE
TU - Traditional Undergraduate
MW - Master of Whole Learning
LORETTO HEIGHTS
LHC - Traditional Undergraduate
NU- Nursing
SCHOOL FOR HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONS
BN - Bachelor of Science - Nursing
HM - Health Administration Management
MN - Master of Science in Nursing
PT - Master of Science in Physical Therapy

Regis University

1952
Monier A. Bowlus, TU, retired from
Bowlus Development Company a number
of years ago. He plays
golf, travels and serves on
the board of directors for
Parishioners Credit Union.
He and his wife, Sara, have four children
and five grandchildren.

1958
Robert D. Moynihan, Ph.D., TU,
recently remembered in writing his
deceased classmate, James R. Sena, TU,
who passed away on June 7, 1996. A
portion of the tribute follows:
Learning of the death of my
classmate, Jim Sena, has not been
easy on the emotions. Jim had one
of the most unfailing and optimistic
spirits of our 1958 class. While at
Regis, I was a History major with a
minor in English, so Jim and I
shared several classes with the inimitable Jesuits of the era, Fathers
Stansell and Boyle. The innocence
and good-heartedness of that time is
indelible, the spirit unforgotten.
I remember Jim and I, a couple
years after graduating, went to hear
Karl Shapiro, the poet, speak in
Greeley. Jim met me in Boulder.
He was late, and drove a 1950
Buick Roadmaster, perhaps the ugliest car ever made. Neither of us
had yet seen or heard anybody of
Shapiro's insolence, so we enjoyed
this mad trip in the summer of 1960.
When we returned to Denver, we
parked the car and went into a bar
on Colfax Avenue for a late night
beer. When we came out, a drunk
had crawled into the front seat of
the behemoth Buick, locked the
doors and passed out. He did awak-
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SCHOOL FOR PROFESSIONAL STUDIES
Rl - Recep - Colorado Springs
R2 - Recep - Denver
RS - Recep - Sterling
FZ - Fitzsimons
UW - University Without Walls
MB - Master of Business Administration
MS - Master of Science in Management
MA - Master of Community Leadership
MP - Master of Nonprofit Management
ML - Master of Liberal Studies

en to the slight noise we made
pounding on the car roof with all
our mutual might, but he thought
we were bent on evil and refused to
unlock the doors. Finally, two of
Denver's finest came along, noticed
another Buick of the same beastly
proportions diagonally berthed
across the street, and convinced the
drunk to go and sleep in his own
car. The good old days!
Jim, Francie, and their kids then
moved to Tucson, Ariz. I was there
at the same period and spent some
time with them, especially enjoying
the innocent abandon of their children and the total absence of discipline. The little boys, agile as bear
cubs, used the furniture for gymnastics, repeatedly climbing on the
backs of the couch and chairs, then
diving to the cushions, then to the
floor. They also liked to dance on
the coffee table. At this time Jim
invented one of the hottest pork
loin and green chile dishes in captivity. He would ratchet up the
spices from week to week, finally
settling just this side of everyone's
ignition point.
Jim enrolled in graduate school
at the University of Arizona and for
a time wrote for the local Tucson
paper. In Tucson, Jim and Francie,
with unequaled grace, withstood the
death due to leukemia of their oldest boy, only five or so at the time.
Jim finished his graduate work in
English, then decided to go to law
school - so the law was his final
craft. He never mastered the latest
technological innovations, however,
and the lawyers in the new electronic mode asked him, "What's all this
paper?"
Retaining the old spirit, Jim was
very pleasant to talk to these past
years, and was the class solicitor for

contributions. (Editor's note: Mr.
Sena was the class representative
from 1988 to 1996.)
Jim was involved in the best
political caper during our time at
Regis, 1954-1958. Working through
the Italian and Veterans clubs, Jim
helped elect Marie, his sister, as
"Queen of Regis" - defeating the
frat boys' candidate, Marilyn Van
Debur, a Pi Beta Phi member and a
University of Colorado student.
What a coup!! So, Van De bur
became Miss America the following
year ... Our college hearts belonged
to Marie Sena of North Denver!
All of the Regis classmates will
miss Jim. We looked forward to a
reunion when we could talk over
some of these memories. The
thoughts of youth are long, long ago,
says the middling poet, but they are
immediately present to the heart
and memory. As young men, we
were mutually Saturn and Mercury,
cheering each other's little worlds in
times of trouble.

1977
Janet (Fogarty) Marshall, TU, is president and co-owner of International Tours
and Cruises. The company was second
in the Denver Business
Journal's recent list of
Denver's largest womenowned businesses as
ranked by business revenue.

1982
Polly (Mahaffee) Ruppert, BN, received
her MSN degree (Critical Care Clinical
Nurse Specialist and Nursing Systems
Administration) from
Duke University in
September, 1996. She has
been assigned to Brooke
Army Medical Center at Ft. Sam
Houston in San Antonio, Texas, as a
Clinical Nurse Specialist.

CLASS NOTES
1983
Judith A. Biggs, R2, has been na med a
partner in the Denver and Boulder
offices of Holland & Hart Attorneys at
Law. She represents employers in litigation and advises employers in all aspects
of employment law.

1988
Dennis Driver, R2, was recently promoted to Chief Warrant Officer Four in the
United States Army. He serves as chief
of the Medical Equipment Maintenance
Branch for the Army hospital at Fort
Leonard Wood, Mo.

1990

'
t

Rex Monahan,
MB, '90, received
the National Council
for Resource
Development
Benefactor award on
~
February 17, 1997.
Rex was selected
from a national pool consisting of hundreds of nominees who provide
resourcesto build educational programs
for communi ty colleges.

,

Richard Wies t, MB, has been named
Director of Outreach Services for the
Western Plains Health Network,
Lutheran Health System's northeastern
Colorado connection encompass ing hospitals and care centers throughout the
region.

1991
Katy Vatterott, T U, is a student at
Maryville University in St. Louis, Mo.,
and hopes to gradua te in 1997. She has
been nominated as co-chair of development for the Brain Injury Association .
Sr. Jacqueline Sailer, D.H.M., MA, continues her work with Nazareth House , a
time-out pastoral counse ling cen ter in
Deming, M.

1993
Karen (Mynes) Allen, BN, recently
married Harry Allen, a U.S. Coast Guard
helicopter pilot. They welcomed a baby
girl, Madeline Elise, on October 31, 1996.

1996

in June, 1997. She is a registered nurse
in the N eonatal Intensive Care Nursery
at Columbia Hospital in Denver.

Deaths
Hon. Paul V. Hodges, '36, TU, on
October 7, 1996.
Dr. Edmund R. Verdieck, Sr., '37,
TU, on November 26, 1996.
Ivan Wagner, '40, TU, on December
12, 1996.
Dr. John E. Thompson, '42, TU, on
February 10, 1997.
Dr. Elroy F. Goebel, Jr., '45, TU, on
December 15, 1996.
Edmund T. Mullen, '47, TU, on
March 7, 1997 .
Jack A. O'Donnell, '50, TU, on
November 22, 1996.
Edward W. Floyd, '53, TU, has
passed away.
John O'Reilly, '55, TU, on February
22 , 199 7.
John A. Nealon, '56, TU, on
February 9, 1997.
James E O'Connor, '60, TU, on
January 10, 1997.
Michael F. Bebo, '77, TU, on
December 23, 1996.
Daniel R . Johnson, '84, FZ, on
December 22, 1996.
Valerie D. Miller, '91, R2, has passed
away.
Victoria L. Sena, '96, R2, on January
4, 1997.

Births
Michael S. Gianino, '79, TU, and his
wife, Carrie, are pleased to announce
the birth of their son, Michael S.
Gianino, Jr., born on November 14, 1996.
Kari (Welsh) Shivvers, '87, TU, and
her husband, Damon, announce the birth
of their second daughter, Alia Rachel, on
August 20, 1996. Alia joins big sister
Kyra Elizabeth, 2.
Ruthanne (Lundquist) Zueger, '87,
TU, and her husband, Doug, pro udly
announce the birth of a daughter,
Morgan Lynn Zueger, on January 13,
1997. Morgan weighed in at 7 lbs., 9 oz.,
and she was 20 inches long.
Lesley (Hamilton) Pannier, '88, TU,
and her husband, Don, are the proud
parents of Donald Curtis Pannier III
(Donnie Curtis), on August 3, 1996.

Loretto Heights
College
On April 25, 1997, the Sisters of
Loretto will celebraate their 185th
anniversary. A special Mass will be
said at 5:30 p.m. that day at the
Catheral. A reception will follow. If
you would like to attend,
call 986-to RSVP.

1963
Beverly Jean (Eason) Reid, LHC NU,
recently celebrated 33 years with United
Airlines.

1988
Deborah Sperber, UW, recently curated
the exhibition "Multiplism as a Feminist
Strategy," for the Women's Caucus for
Art at the Phoenix Gallery in SoHo, NY.

Deaths
Phoebe L. (Pulver) Dickson, '33,
LHC, on February 11, 1997.
Elizabeth H. (McConaty) Gardell,
'39, LHC, on November 8, 1996.
Margaret M. (Young) Rodriguez,
'41, LHC, on December 5, 1996.
Muriel R. (Schmidt) McLaughlin,
'43, LHC, on October 13, 1996.
Anne (Trenam) Mackenzie, '43,
LHC, on October 25, 1996.
Bernice M. (Jonke) Coddington,
'44, LHC, on December 8, 1996.
Marion V. Stortz, '49, LHC, on
October 27, 1996.
Ethel (Buckley) McGreevy, '51,
LHC, on December 12, 1996.
Barbara L. Cabela, '59, LHC, on
December 19, 1997.
Debbie DeSantis Koster, '69, LHC,
has passed away.

Births
Margaret (Rueckert) Hartman, LHC
NU, '67, and her husband, Doyle, are
proud first-time grandparents. Elisha
Christopher Hartman was born October
24, 1996, to parents Steve and Sarah
Hartman. Elisha weighed 7 pounds, 2
ounces, and was 19 inches long.
Anthony Bullock, '88, UW, and
· Wendy Henderson-Bullcok, '87, LHC,
are proud to announce the brith of a son,
Conar, on January 1, 1997.

Amy Elms, BN, is engaged to be married
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The Annual Fund plays
a critical role in the life
of the University. Your
Annual Fund dollars
will allow for specific
improvements in four
areas on Regis' nine
campuses:
Academic Quality Support ~ To ensure excellence
in academics through projects including science enhancement, faculty training and library endowment.
Technology , To provide up-to-date computing technology, including research tools, electronic classrooms, and curriculum design and delivery.

Financial Aid ~ To offer talent, merit and need-based financial assistance, including Blue and Gold Scholarships,
Forensic Scholarships, Science Scholarships, Athletic Scholarships and Regis Grants.
Maintenance · To maintain a safe, attractive environment through preservation projects such as landscaping, roof and
boiler replacements, and electrical upgrades.
Your support does make a difference. By giving to the Annual Fund, you reaffirm your commitment tO Jesuit education at Regis University. Mail your contribution to Regis by April 30, 1997.

